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This paper describes the effect of spectro-temporal factors on human sound localization
performance in two dimensions~2D!. Subjects responded with saccadic eye movements to acoustic
stimuli presented in the frontal hemisphere. Both the horizontal~azimuth! and vertical~elevation!
stimulus location were varied randomly. Three types of stimuli were used, having different
spectro-temporal patterns, but identically shaped broadband averaged power spectra: noise bursts,
frequency-modulated tones, and trains of short noise bursts. In all subjects, the elevation
components of the saccadic responses varied systematically with the different temporal parameters,
whereas the azimuth response components remained equally accurate for all stimulus conditions.
The data show that the auditory system does not calculate a final elevation estimate from a
long-term~order 100 ms! integration of sensory input. Instead, the results suggest that the auditory
system may apply a ‘‘multiple-look’’ strategy in which the final estimate is calculated from
consecutive short-term~order few ms! estimates. These findings are incorporated in a conceptual
model that accounts for the data and proposes a scheme for the temporal processing of spectral
sensory information into a dynamic estimate of sound elevation. ©1998 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~98!03005-7#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Qp, 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Mk@RHD#
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INTRODUCTION

Human auditory localization depends on implicit bina
ral and monaural acoustic cues. Binaural cues arise thro
interaural differences in sound level~ILD ! and timing~ITD!
that relate in a simple way to the horizontal component
sound direction relative to the head. The auditory syst
however, cannot distinguish, from these cues, between
source positions with the same horizontal component tha
on the so-called ‘‘cone of confusion.’’ Due to the front–ba
symmetry of the ITD and ILD cues, a sound azimuth~a!
estimate provided by these binaural cues is therefore
biguous~e.g., Blauert, 1996; Wightman and Kistler, 1992!.

Monaural cues consist of direction-dependent lin
spectral filtering caused by the torso, head, and pinnae. I
dent waveforms are reflected and diffracted in a complex
direction-dependent way, which typically gives rise to stro
enhancement and attenuation at particular frequency b
~Hebrank and Wright, 1974; Shaw, 1974; Mehrgardt a
Mellert, 1977; Middlebrookset al., 1989; Lopez-Poveda an
Meddis, 1996!. These cues are essential for elevation~e! lo-
calization and in resolving front–back ambiguities~e.g., Bat-
teau, 1967; Musicant and Butler, 1984; Blauert, 1996!.

The relation between the pinna geometry and
direction-dependent filtering has been shown in both exp
mental and theoretical studies~Batteau, 1967; Teranishi an
Shaw, 1968; Han, 1994; Lopez-Poveda and Meddis, 19!.
The actual importance of the filtering in two-dimension
localization has been underlined by various behavioral
periments. In some of these studies, the geometrical struc

a!Electronic mail: paul@mbfys.kun.nl
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of the pinna was altered artificially, resulting in a degrad
localization performance~Gardner and Gardner, 1973; Old
field and Parker, 1984b!. In other studies, manipulation o
the sound spectra and the resulting effects on elevation
calization could be related to spectral features in the pi
filters ~e.g., Middlebrooks, 1992; Butler and Musican
1993!.

The features in the spectral pinna filter, or head-rela
transfer function~HRTF!, are believed to carry the informa
tion about sound location~Kistler and Wightman, 1992!.
Yet, a fundamental problem arises in the processing of th
features into estimates of sound location~Zakarouskas and
Cynader, 1993; Hofman and Van Opstal, 1997!. At the level
of the eardrums, the available spectrum,y(v;rS), associated
with the source position,rS5(aS ,eS), results from the
source spectrum,x(v), filtered by the particular direction
dependent HRTF,h(v;rS):

y~v;rS!5h~v;rS!•x~v! ~1!

with v the frequency in octaves. In principle, the audito
system has no knowledge about the relative contribution
neitherh(v;rS) nor x(v). Yet, it is necessary to minimize
the source influences in order to recognizeh(v;rS) and thus
determine the position,rS ~mainly elevation and front–back
angle, as left–right angle is determined predominantly fr
binaural cues!.

So far, only a few computational models have been p
posed, which suggest how this could be done. A poss
solution to this problem would be to make a priori assum
tions about the sound source spectrum. It would enable
auditory system to directly compare the incoming spectr
to the ~stored! HRTFs ~e.g., Netiet al., 1992; Zakarouskas
26343(5)/2634/15/$10.00 © 1998 Acoustical Society of America
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and Cynader, 1993; Middlebrooks, 1992!. Neti et al. ~1992!
showed that a feed-forward neural network could be trai
to accurately extract the location of broadband noise on
basis of the spectral filter properties of the cat’s pinna. Si
the model was only trained with white noise, however, it
not clear how it withstands spectral variations.

Zakarouskas and Cynader~1993! proposed a model in
which the comparison between the cochlear spectrum
the HRTFs is based on spectral derivatives of first and s
ond order~i.e., dy/dv, d2y/dv2!. For a sound source spec
trum that is locally constant, or has a locally constant slo
the model was shown to recognize essential spectral fea
of the underlying HRTF~specifically relevant peaks an
notches!, and thus correctly extract the direction of th
sound.

In an alternative model, proposed by Middlebroo
~1992!, the sensory spectrum is compared with the HRT
by computing a spectral correlation coefficient. This sche
suggested that localization is accurate if the source spec
is broadband and sufficiently flat, such that the sensory in
maintains maximal correlation with the underlying HRTF
the associated source position.

In the latter two models, accurate localization relies
specific spectral constraints on the source spectrum. This
sumption is supported by recent experimental results. On
hand, the auditory system appears to tolerate random v
tions within the broadband sound spectrum~e.g., Wightman
and Kistler, 1989!. On the other hand, if relative variations
the source spectrum become too large, localization can
disturbed dramatically~e.g., Middlebrooks, 1992!. It there-
fore remains unclear what the actual spectral constraints

So far, the majority of localization studies have appli
stimuli with stationary spectral properties. Yet, natu
sounds possess a high degree of nonstationarity. Althou
is commonly accepted that spectral shape cues play an
sential role in elevation detection, it is as yet unknown h
the auditory system applies the spectral analysis to non
tionary sensory information. In addition, due to the fund
mental relation between the temporal and spectral domain
sufficiently high spectral resolution requires a minimal tim
window over which the spectral estimation is integrate
D f •DT5constant. The temporal and spectral resolutio
needed for adequate sound localization, however, are
well known.

One possibility is that the sensory information is int
grated over a time scale of order, say, 100 ms to obtain
average spectrum on which a spectral~shape! analysis can be
applied. If true, sounds with the same average power s
trum on that time scale would be localized equally well:
would allow a considerable amount of freedom for the ph
spectrum on that time scale.

An alternative possibility could be that the auditory sy
tem applies a ‘‘multiple-look’’ strategy, in which elevatio
estimation is based on multiple, consecutive short-term~say,
of order a few ms! spectral analyses of the ongoing senso
information. This latter scheme would imply that th
spectral-temporal behavior of the stimulus on that short t
scale is also important.

In the present study, we specifically focused on th
2635 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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spectro-temporal aspects for sound localization in two
mensions. To our knowledge, such data are not availabl
the current literature. In two experiments, the sensitivity
the localization process to short-term spectro-temporal va
tions was of interest. Localization to frequency-modulat
tones~‘‘FM sweeps’’! and trains of short-duration broadban
bursts was measured. These stimuli had similar broadb
average power spectra, but fundamentally different spec
temporal behaviors. In a third experiment, we estimated
minimal time needed by the localization process to comp
elevation estimation. To that means, localization to bro
band noise of various durations~3–80 ms! was measured. In
a recent pilot study by Frens and Van Opstal~1995!, it was
shown that localization performance systematically dete
rates in elevation, but not in azimuth, when stimulus durat
of broadband noise bursts is shorter than 10 ms.

Saccadic eye movements were used to quantify the
sponse accuracy. It enabled accurate measurements~within 1
deg! of a very early spatial percept~below 200 ms! for
stimuli presented within the oculomotor range~35-deg ec-
centricity range in all directions!. Subjects were tested unde
entirely open-loop conditions, i.e., neither acoustic, nor
sual or verbal feedback was provided.

The results of our experiments show a consistent
systematic influence of spectro-temporal factors of the stim
lus on the elevation component of the localization respo
in all subjects tested. These findings will be discussed
terms of a conceptual spectro-temporal model of human
ditory localization in two dimensions.

I. METHODS

A. Subjects

Seven male subjects participated in the localization
periments. Their ages ranged from 23 to 39 years. Subj
were employees and students of the department. Three o
subjects~PH, JO, and JG! were experienced in sound loca
ization experiments, whereas the other subjects had no
previous experience and were kept naive as to the purpos
this investigation. Inexperienced subjects were given one
two practice sessions to get acquainted with the setup
localization paradigm and to gain stable performance.
subjects reported to have no hearing problems of any kin

B. Apparatus

Experiments were conducted in a completely dark a
sound-attenuated room with dimensions 33333 m. The
walls, floor, and ceiling were covered with acoustic foa
that effectively absorbed reflections above 500 Hz. The ro
had an A-weighted ambient background noise level of 30
SPL.

The orientation of the subject’s right eye was measu
with the scleral search coil technique~Collewijn et al., 1975;
Frens and Van Opstal, 1995!. The oscillating magnetic fields
that are needed by this method were generated by two
thogonal pairs of square 333 m coils, attached to the room’
edges: one pair of coils on the left and right walls genera
a horizontal magnetic field~30 kHz! and a second pair on th
ceiling and floor created a vertical magnetic field~40 kHz!.
2635P. M. Hofman and A. J. Van Opstal: Localization factors
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An acoustically transparent frontal hemisphere~consist-
ing of a thin wire framework, covered with black silk cloth!
with 85 red light-emitting diodes~LEDs! was used for cali-
bration of the eye-coil measurements and for providing
fixation light at the start of each localization trial. LED co
ordinates are defined in a two-dimensional polar coordin
system with the origin at the straight-ahead gaze direct
Target eccentricity,RP@0,35# deg, is measured as the ga
angle with respect to the straight-ahead fixation positi
whereas target direction,fP@0,360# deg, is measured in re
lation to the horizontal meridian. For example,R50 ~for any
f! corresponds to ‘‘straight ahead,’’ andf50, 90, 180, and
270 deg~for R.0! correspond to ‘‘right,’’ ‘‘up,’’ ‘‘left,’’
and ‘‘down’’ positions, respectively. LEDs were mounte
at a distance of 85 cm from the subject’s eye,
directions f50,30,60,...,330 deg and at eccentriciti
R50,2,5,9,14,20,27,35 deg.

Sound stimuli were delivered through a broad-ran
lightweight speaker~Philips AD-44725! mounted on a two-
link robot ~see Fig. 1!. The robot consisted of a base wi
two nested L-shaped arms, each arm driven by a sepa
stepping motor~Berger Lahr VRDM5! with an angular reso-
lution of 0.4 deg. It enabled rapid~within 2 s! and accurate
positioning of the speaker at practically any point on a fro
tal hemisphere with a radius of 90 cm, the center of wh
was aligned with the LED hemisphere’s center. To prev
spurious echoes, the robot was entirely coated with acou
foam.

The robot’s stepping engines produced some so
while moving which, at first sight, might be suspected
provide additional cues with regard to the speaker posit
However, the first engine~M1! always remained in place, a
the left of the subject. The sound of the second engine~M2!,
that moved in the midsaggital plane above the subject,

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for delivering acoustic stimuli at various spa
locations. Two stepping motors, M1 and M2, independently control
rotation anglesf1 and f2 , respectively. This construction ensures a fix
distance from the speaker to the center of the subject’s eyes~0.9 m! for any
stimulus direction (f1 ,f2).
2636 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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peared to provide no localizable stimulus cues. This was
perimentally verified with two subjects in a previous stu
~Frens and van Opstal, 1995!.

A second potential source for response biases was
speaker displacement between consecutive trials. Espec
if a new stimulus position is close to the position of th
previous trial, the subject might conclude a small displa
ment of the speaker from the short duration of motor mo
ments. This potential problem was effectively resolved
incorporating a random movement with a minimal displac
ment of 20° for each engine and prior to each trial.

Two PCs controlled the experiment: a PC-386 and P
486 that acted as a master and slave computer, respecti
The master PC was equipped with hardware for data ac
sition, stimulus timing and control of the LED hemispher
eye position signals were sampled with an AD-board~Me-
trabyte DAS16! at a sampling rate of 500 Hz, stimulus tim
ing was controlled by a digital IO board~Data Translation
DT2817! and the LEDs were controlled through a seco
digital IO board~Philips I2C!.

The slave PC controlled the robot and generated the
ditory stimuli. It received commands from the master P
through its parallel port. Stimulus generation was done
storing a stimulus in the slave’s RAM before a trial and, af
receiving a trigger from the timing board in the master P
passing it through a DA converter~Data Translation
DT2821! at a sampling output rate of 50 kHz. The output
the board was fed into a band pass filter~Krohn–Hite 3343!
with a pass band between 0.2 kHz and 20 kHz, amplifi
~Luxman A-331!, and passed to the speaker.

C. Sound stimuli

Gaussian white noise~GWN!, recorded from a function
generator ~Hewlett–Packard HO1-3722A! and passed
through a band pass filter~Krohn–Hite KH 3343 with pass
band 0.2–20 kHz flat within 1 dB! was used as a basis fo
the noise stimuli. The speaker characteristic was flat wit
12 dB between 2 and 15 kHz and was not corrected for. In
experiments~also in each session!, the same broadband nois
burst with a duration of 500 ms was included as the con
stimulus. All stimuli had 1-ms sine-squared onset–off
ramps.

In experiment I~subjects BB, JO, PH!, the test stimulus
set consisted of broadband noise of various durations,D53,
5, 10, 20, 40, and 80 ms@see Fig. 2~a!#. Each stimulus that
was presented within one session was drawn randomly f
the recorded noise.

In experiment II~subjects JG, JR, PH!, the test stimuli
were trains of 3-ms bursts with various duty cycles,DT53,
10, 20, 40, 80 ms@see Fig. 2~b!#. A duty cycle of DT ms
means that the onsets of consecutive bursts wereDT ms
apart. Each 3-ms burst of the train had been drawn rando
from the recorded noise. A single 3-ms burst stimulus~i.e.,
same as in experiment I withD53 ms! was included as the
limit caseDT5`. The total duration of each burst train wa
about 500 ms.

In experiment III~subjects KH, PH, VC!, the test stimu-
lus set consisted of sweeps of various periods@see Fig. 2~c!#.
Inverse Fourier transforms~N564,128,...,2048 points! were

l
e
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used to transform an amplitude spectrum, that was flat u
16 kHz with a corresponding phase spectrum calculated
cording to Schro¨der’s algorithm, in to the time domain
~Schröder, 1970; Wightman and Kistler, 1989!. This proce-
dure yields FM sweeps with fixed periodsT51.28, 2.56,
5.12, 10.24, 20.48, or 40.96 ms. The instantaneous cha
teristics of this stimulus are narrow band with a center f
quency that ~repetitively! traverses the entire frequenc
range downwards with a constant velocity of 16/T kHz/s.
The total stimulus duration was 500 ms.

Examples of the spectograms of synthesized stimuli
were used in the experiments~before being passed throug
the speaker! are shown in Fig. 2: a noise burst with duratio
D520 ms, a burst train with duty cycleDT520 ms, and a
sweep with periodT520 ms. As can be seen, the noise bu
contains spectral power over the entire frequency range
over the entire stimulus duration. In a burst train, the to
stimulus duration is long and the stimulus is broadband,
power is only present during short 3-ms intervals. Like t

FIG. 2. Examples of the three stimulus types used in the localization
periments: a noise burst withD520 ms~a!, a pulse train withDT520 ms
~b! and an FM sweep withT520 ms~c!. The graphs show the stimuli from
20 ms before stimulus onset until 80 ms after stimulus onset. The l
panels show the sonograms, which describe the spectro-temporal beh
of the power spectrum; spectral power is coded by the gray scale, w
bright corresponds to low power, dark to high power. The panels on
right contain the time-integrated power spectra~all on the same scale!. Fi-
nally, the lower panels show the stimulus waveforms.
2637 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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noise burst, the sweep contains no silence periods throug
the whole stimulus duration. The sweep can be conside
‘‘broadband’’ if one regards a whole period, yet narrow ba
on smaller time scales. Thus all stimuli have flat, broadba
time-averaged power spectra, whereas the spectro-temp
behavior is fundamentally different for the three stimul
types.

The control stimulus and all test stimuli had equal rm
values. For the burst trains this rms value refers to the n
silence periods. The A-weighted sound level at which
stimuli were delivered was 70 dB, measured at the subje
head position~measuring amplifier Bru¨el & Kjær BK2610
and microphone Bru¨el & Kjær BK4144!.

D. Stimulus positions

In this paper, the coordinates of both the oculomo
response and the sound source position are described
double-pole coordinate system, in which the origin coincid
with the center of the head. The horizontal component, a
muth a, is defined by the stimulus direction relative to th
vertical median plane, whereas the vertical component,
evatione, is defined by the stimulus direction relative to th
horizontal plane.

The stimulus positions were confined to 25 ‘‘boxes
centered at azimuthsa50,613,626 deg, and elevationse
50,613,626 deg@see, e.g., Fig. 5~a!#. The dimensions of
each box were 8 deg38 deg, limiting the total stimulus rang
in both azimuth and elevation to@230,30# deg. Sets of 25
stimulus positions were composed by randomly selectin
position within each box. Already for one set, this selecti
procedure ensured a high degree of uncertainty in the sti
lus position while maintaining a homogeneous distributi
over the oculomotor range. Importantly, the number
stimulus positions could thus be limited for each stimu
condition, which was highly desirable as each experim
had seven different conditions.

E. Paradigm

The eye position in a head-fixed reference frame w
used as an indicator of the perceived sound location~see also
Frens and Van Opstal, 1995!. In order to calibrate the eye
coil, each session started with a run in which all 84 perip
eral LEDs on the hemisphere were presented in a rand
order. Subjects were instructed to generate an accurate
cade from the central fixation LED at 0-deg eccentricity
the peripheral target, and to maintain fixation as long as
target was visible. After calibration, the eye position w
known with an absolute accuracy of 3% or better over
full oculomotor range.

In the subsequent runs, sound stimuli were presented
trial always started with the central visual fixation stimulu
Then, after a random period of 0.4–0.8 s, the LED w
switched off and the sound was presented at some periph
location. The subject’s task was to direct the eyes as fast
as accurately as possible toward the apparent sound loc
without moving the head. A firm head rest enabled the s
ject to stabilize his head position throughout the session

x-

e
ior
re
e
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A typical run with sound stimuli consisted of the contr
stimulus and six other sound stimulus conditions. During
175 consecutive trials, each stimulus was presented once
set of 25 pseudo-randomly drawn positions~see above!. The
order of stimulus conditions and positions throughout a s
sion was randomized.

Each subject participated in four sessions on four diff
ent days. Hence, each subject traversed a total number o
localization trials. Each of the seven temporally defin
stimuli was presented 100 times in total four times with
each of the 25 stimulus boxes. Subject PH participated in
three experiments~2100 trials!.

F. Data analysis

Eye positions were calibrated on the basis of respon
to 85 visual stimuli in the first run of the session. From th
run, sets of raw eye position signals~AD values of the hori-
zontal and vertical position channel! and the corresponding
LED positions ~in azimuth and elevation! were obtained.
LED azimuth,a, and elevation,e, were calculated from the
polar coordinates, (R,f), of the LEDs by:

a5arcsin~sin R cosf!,
~2!

e5arcsin~sin R sin f!.

These data were used to train a three-layer backpropag
neural network that mapped the raw data signals to calibr
eye position signals. In addition, the network also correc
for small inhomogeneities of the magnetic fields and a sli
crosstalk between the horizontal and vertical channels.

A custom-made PC program was applied to identify s
cades in the calibrated eye-position signals on the basi
preset velocity criteria for saccade onset and offset, res
tively. The program enabled interactive correction of the
tection markings. The endpoint of the first saccade a
stimulus onset was defined as the response position~see also
Sec. II!. If saccade latency re. stimulus onset was less t
80 ms or exceeded 500 ms, the saccade was discarded
further analysis. Earlier or later stimulus-evoked respon
are highly unlikely for a normal, attentive subject, althou
the precise values of the boundaries are somewhat arbit
Earlier responses are generally assumed to be predictive
are very inaccurate, even for visually evoked saccades. L
responses are considered to be caused by inattention~see
also Sec. II!.

Response positions versus stimulus positions were fi
for the respective components with a linear fit procedure
minimizes the summed absolute deviation~Press et al.,
1992!. This method is less sensitive to outliers than the m
common least-squares method. For the same reason, the
relation between response- and stimulus positions was q
tified by the nonparametric rank correlation coefficie
rather than by Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient.

Confidence levels for both the linear fit parameters a
the correlation coefficients were obtained through the bo
strap method~Presset al., 1992!, since explicit expression
for the confidence levels in the methods described above
not available. In the bootstrap method, one createsN syn-
thetic data sets by randomly selecting, with return, d
2638 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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points from the original set~N typically about 100!. A syn-
thetic set has the same size as the original set, so that a g
data point from the original set can occur more than once
the synthetic set. The parameter of interest is then comp
for each synthetic data set and the variance in the resultinN
parameter values is taken as the confidence level.

II. RESULTS

A. Control condition

Characteristics of typical responses to four eccen
stimulus positions in the control condition are plotted in F
3. It shows the eye-position trajectory in space and the se
rate eye-position components~i.e., azimuth and elevation!
versus time. One can see that the offset position of the
~i.e., the response position! corresponds closely to the stimu
lus position. The response is accurate for both azimuth
elevation components.

It can be seen from Fig. 3~b! that the responses follow
shortly after stimulus onset. In these examples, primary s

FIG. 3. Typical saccadic eye movement responses towards the co
stimulus~GWN, D5500 ms! at four different eccentric positions.~a!: Eye-
position trajectories during the full duration of the trial.~b!: Corresponding
position-time traces for both azimuth and elevation during the first 750
after stimulus onset. Stimulus positions are indicated by the visor sym
~a! and by the dot-dashed lines~b!. Stimulus timing is indicated at the
bottom. Data from naive subject BB.
2638P. M. Hofman and A. J. Van Opstal: Localization factors
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cades are initiated with a latency of approximately 200 m
and are completed within 400 ms after stimulus onset~i.e.,
before stimulus offset time!.

All subjects in this study made accurate localization
sponses to the control stimulus~500-ms GWN! in all direc-
tions ~azimuth and elevation!. Figure 4 shows all saccad
trajectories@Fig. 4~a!# and saccade endpoints@Fig. 4~b!# for
all four sessions of one of the subjects~BB!. Note how both
the stimulus positions and saccade trajectories are distrib
over the entire stimulus range. Note also, that the accurac
response elevation is both quantitatively and qualitativ
similar to azimuth localization. A summary of the results f
all subjects is listed in Table I.

Figure 5~b! gives an overall impression of the local lo
calization accuracy by showing the averaged signed error
the saccadic responses for each stimulus box. For each
ject and each stimulus box, the mean signed error was c
puted for all responses to stimuli presented within that b

FIG. 4. Saccadic responses to the control stimulus.~a! Trajectories of pri-
mary saccades~thick dotted lines, sampled at 2-ms intervals! to control
stimuli presented throughout the entire stimulus range. Stimulus posit
are indicated by the visor symbols.~b! Endpoint positions of the same pri
mary saccades as in~a! versus stimulus positions for both azimuth~s! and
elevation~d!. Also the linear-fit results for response positions versus stim
lus position are provided~azimuth:aS vs aR ; elevation:eS vs eR!. Note
large slopes~0.97 and 0.90, respectively;N598! and small offsets~within 2
deg!. Subject BB.
2639 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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~typically 4–8 responses for each box and each subje!.
Then, a final mean signed error for each stimulus box w
obtained by averaging the subject-mean signed errors
all 7 subjects.

Note that, for the majority of the error boxes in Fi
5~b!, the height is larger than the width. Thus the scatter
the responses is somewhat larger for elevation than for
muth. These scatter properties underline the fact that azim
and elevation localization are dissociated processes~see the
Introduction!. They clearly contrast with the scatter prope
ties of visually evoked saccadic responses, that betray
polar organization of the visuomotor system~e.g., Van Op-
stal and Van Gisbergen, 1989!.

One may observe that the highest accuracy for azim
localization is reached near the median plane, whereas el
tion accuracy is approximately homogeneous over the en
oculomotor field. The largest signed errors were found

ns

-

FIG. 5. ~a! Stimulus positions were presented within the square boxes, w
dimensions 838 deg. Sets of 25 stimulus positions were composed by
lecting a position at random within each box.~b! The lines from the open
symbols to the closed symbols correspond to local mean signed errors
each stimulus box, the mean signed error is computed by averaging
individual mean signed errors of all seven subjects. The width and heigh
a box correspond to twice the standard deviation in the signed errors
azimuth and elevation, respectively. The center of each stimulus bo
indicated by the open circle@in both ~a! and ~b!#. Note the clear separation
of almost all response boxes, and the larger response scatter in the ele
components as compared to the azimuth components.
us
n

–7:
fit

e
ctively,
TABLE I. Parameters of the azimuth~a! and elevation~e! response components to the control stimul
~500-ms white noise! for each subject. Columns 2–3: rank correlation coefficientr between response positio
and stimulus position. Note that correlation coefficientsre.0.90 for elevation andra.0.95 for azimuth.
Columns 4–5: slope, or gain,G, of a straight-line fit for response versus stimulus position. Columns 6
standard deviationDFIT of the difference between the actual response and the response predicted by the~in
degrees!. Columns 8–9: average absolute localization errorDRESP ~in degrees!. Column 10: median respons
latency~in ms!. The two bottom rows present, for each column, the mean and standard deviation, respe
pooled for all subjects.

Subject

Corr r Gain G DFIT DRESP

Lat.a e a e a e a e

JO 0.97 0.91 1.1 0.67 4.3 4.9 5.1 6.3 166
BB 0.97 0.94 0.97 0.90 4.5 6.2 3.3 4.9 198
VC 0.96 0.91 0.96 0.81 5.0 6.8 3.8 8.3 226
KH 0.96 0.92 1.0 0.88 5.7 5.5 5.2 4.6 244
JR 0.97 0.95 1.1 1.1 5.0 6.9 4.3 5.9 148
JG 0.97 0.93 1.3 1.0 4.6 6.4 5.4 7.8 156
PH 0.98 0.95 1.1 1.1 3.9 5.9 4.4 6.4 166

mean 0.97 0.93 1.06 0.91 4.6 6.0 4.5 6.3 186
s.d. 0.01 0.02 0.11 0.15 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.5 38
2639P. M. Hofman and A. J. Van Opstal: Localization factors
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stimulus positions within the box at (a,e)5(0,213) deg,
where response elevations were, on average, abou
65 deg lower than the actual stimulus elevations.

B. Test conditions

Typical responses to four eccentric stimulus positions
one of the test conditions~noise burst, durationD53 ms! are
plotted in Fig. 6. It is clear that azimuth localization is acc
rate. However, in contrast to the control condition, whe
elevation detection was also accurate, the responses now
hibit large undershoots in elevation.

Typical responses for the three different stimulus typ
employed in this study are shown in Fig. 7~data from sub-
jects BB, JR, and PH, respectively!. The most obvious fea
ture of these data, obtained for all three test conditions
that the saccade trajectories cover only part of the vert
stimulus range@compare Fig. 7~a! with Fig. 4~a!#. Compared
to the control condition~see Fig. 4!, localization accuracy
has clearly deteriorated for elevation, whereas it has
mained the same for azimuth@Fig. 7~b!, open symbols#.
However, although elevation accuracy has deteriorated
these test conditions, the correlation between stimulus el

FIG. 6. Typical responses toward short-duration noise bursts (D53 ms) at
four different eccentric positions. Note marked undershoot of the eleva
components, whereas the azimuth components remain accurate~cf. Fig. 3!.
Note further that also small secondary saccades are made after ap
mately 400 ms. See legend of Fig. 3 for further details.
2640 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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tion and response elevation is still highly significant. Th
can also be seen in Tables II, III, and IV, which summari
the regression results for all subjects and the test conditio

In summary, we found for all spectro-temporal stimu
that, although response elevation could be incorrect, it w
quite consistent and correlated highly with the real stimu
elevation:re>0.4 for all conditions. This is also expresse
by the difference,DFIT , between the responses and th
straight line fits~dashed lines in Fig. 4 and Fig. 7!: DFIT

remained within 4–8 deg for elevation and within 3–6 d
for azimuth for all stimulus conditions and subjects. Henc
the variance in the responses did not increase substant
with respect to the control condition~compare with Table I!.

C. Response gain

Next, we compared the responses for each subject
the different temporal parametersD, DT, and T with the
results from the control stimulus (D5500 ms). The straight

n

xi-

FIG. 7. Saccadic responses to test stimuli.~a! and ~b! responses of subject
BB to noise bursts of durationD53 ms~correlations for azimuth and eleva
tion: ra50.97, re50.69; N595!. ~c! and ~d! responses of subject JR to
pulse trains with duty cycleDT540 ms ~ra50.97, re50.86; N597!. ~e!
and ~f! responses of subject PH to FM sweeps with periodT520 ms ~ra

50.96,re50.38; N5143!. Correlations for response position versus stim
lus position are listed in Tables II, III, and IV. See legend of Fig. 4 f
further details.
2640P. M. Hofman and A. J. Van Opstal: Localization factors
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TABLE II. Parameters of the responses to noise-burst stimuli with various durationsD ~in ms! for three
subjects. Note that elevation gain increases systematically with increasingD, but that the variability in the data
(DFIT) is independent ofD. Azimuth gain, however, is not affected byD. Note also, that the median latencie
tend to decrease asD increases. See Table I for further explanation of the columns.

Subject D

Corr r Gain G DFIT DRESP

Lat.a e a e a e a e

BB 3 0.97 0.69 0.85 0.22 4.9 5.9 4.9 13 210
5 0.96 0.71 0.81 0.33 5.5 6.4 5.1 11 213

10 0.96 0.79 0.86 0.30 5.1 4.8 4.7 11 207
20 0.97 0.89 0.87 0.50 5.4 5.6 4.4 9.1 191
40 0.97 0.94 0.91 0.63 4.6 5.3 3.7 6.7 188
80 0.95 0.94 0.90 0.76 6.4 5.8 5.0 5.7 190

JO 3 0.98 0.80 0.99 0.28 3.4 4.1 4.7 12 182
5 0.98 0.76 1.0 0.35 3.4 5.1 4.1 11 180

10 0.97 0.80 1.0 0.43 3.8 5.0 4.4 10 173
20 0.97 0.88 1.0 0.42 4.1 4.6 4.3 9.8 164
40 0.96 0.92 1.0 0.56 4.3 4.4 4.8 7.2 164
80 0.97 0.92 1.1 0.61 4.0 4.8 4.7 7.0 163

PH 3 0.97 0.85 1.1 0.67 4.4 8.0 4.4 10 188
5 0.97 0.87 1.1 0.70 4.2 7.1 4.4 9.4 180

10 0.97 0.87 1.1 0.82 4.6 7.5 4.7 10 172
20 0.96 0.89 1.1 0.81 4.4 7.1 4.9 8.3 164
40 0.98 0.93 1.1 0.99 3.3 6.2 3.7 6.7 164
80 0.97 0.94 1.1 1.0 4.1 6.0 4.2 6.1 162
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line appeared to yield a reasonable description of the rela
between response versus stimulus position, and the slop
the line turned out to be a characteristic parameter for
responses in a given condition. One can immediately
from Fig. 8 that the response gains for elevation varied s
tematically with all three temporal parameters~bottom pan-
els!. The azimuth component of the saccades was unaffe
by the stimulus parameters~top panels!.

For the noise burst, the same systematic variation w
oc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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D is observed for all three subjects: the response eleva
gain increases gradually with stimulus durationD, from D
53 ms up toD580 ms. Although there is some intersubje
variability as to the absolute values of these gains, all s
jects followed a similar trend. Note that similar quantitati
inter-subject differences were also obtained for the con
stimuli. Furthermore, as the control stimulus is a noise bu
with D5500 ms, the results suggest that for broadband no
bursts responses stabilize at roughlyD580 ms. Note that the
t
he
TABLE III. Parameters of the responses to the burst-train stimuli with various duty cyclesDT ~in ms!.
Elevation gain, but not azimuth gain, depends systematically onDT. DT5` refers to the single 3-ms burs
stimulus. Median latencies tend to decrease withDT for all three subjects. See Table I for explanation of t
columns.

Subject DT

Corr r Gain G DFIT DRESP

Lat.a e a e a e a e

JR 3 0.98 0.94 1.1 1.1 4.4 6.9 3.8 6.4 148
10 0.98 0.93 1.1 1.0 4.4 7.3 3.9 5.7 154
20 0.98 0.90 1.2 0.86 4.2 7.7 4.0 7.0 160
40 0.97 0.86 1.1 0.69 5.0 7.7 4.2 8.6 166
80 0.97 0.85 1.1 0.61 4.9 6.7 4.0 8.9 168
` 0.96 0.74 1.1 0.49 5.1 7.8 4.2 10 166

JG 3 0.98 0.94 1.2 1.0 4.4 5.9 5.2 6.6 156
10 0.98 0.87 1.2 0.82 4.1 7.7 4.9 8.0 158
20 0.96 0.93 1.2 0.73 5.5 4.7 5.6 7.1 166
40 0.97 0.92 1.2 0.77 4.8 5.8 5.5 7.1 170
80 0.97 0.92 1.3 0.77 4.9 6.2 5.7 6.1 182
` 0.97 0.83 1.3 0.55 5.7 7.9 6.8 12 176

PH 3 0.98 0.92 1.1 1.0 4.4 7.5 4.2 6.1 164
10 0.97 0.96 1.1 0.97 4.4 5.1 4.1 5.8 178
20 0.97 0.91 1.1 0.83 4.3 6.5 4.6 9.0 170
40 0.97 0.91 1.1 0.71 4.3 6.0 4.7 10 182
80 0.97 0.82 1.1 0.59 4.0 6.9 4.7 11 190
` 0.97 0.84 1.1 0.76 4.4 8.1 4.5 11 182
2641P. M. Hofman and A. J. Van Opstal: Localization factors
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TABLE IV. Parameters of the responses to sweep stimuli with various repetition periodsT ~in ms!. Elevation
gain, but not azimuth gain, depends systematically onT. Median latencies tend to increase withT for subject
PH, but not for subjects VC and KH. See Table I for explanation of the columns.

Subject T

Corr r Gain G DFIT DRESP

Lat.a e a e a e a e

VC 1.3 0.95 0.79 0.92 0.58 5.4 8.5 4.4 13 244
2.6 0.96 0.87 0.84 0.63 4.2 7.2 4.5 9.8 232
5.1 0.96 0.70 0.86 0.27 5.0 6.9 5.2 12 236

10 0.95 0.55 0.87 0.15 5.4 6.8 4.8 13 237
20 0.96 0.43 0.94 0.14 5.4 5.8 4.6 14 234
41 0.95 0.47 0.97 0.15 5.6 7.2 4.7 14 240

PH 1.3 0.97 0.91 1.1 0.91 4.3 7.2 4.0 10 164
2.6 0.97 0.91 1.1 0.81 5.6 7.6 4.7 6.5 163
5.1 0.96 0.86 1.0 0.64 4.8 6.9 4.0 7.9 170

10 0.97 0.43 1.2 0.15 5.3 8.1 5.5 14 168
20 0.96 0.38 1.1 0.12 4.8 6.5 4.3 14 188
41 0.96 0.63 1.2 0.20 6.2 4.1 7.1 14 184

HK 1.3 0.94 0.84 0.95 0.55 5.7 7.1 4.9 8.3 251
2.6 0.95 0.84 0.81 0.66 5.3 7.4 5.0 8.4 246
5.1 0.96 0.85 0.94 0.43 4.7 5.0 4.4 12 269

10 0.95 0.57 0.87 0.29 4.8 7.5 4.3 15 243
20 0.93 0.41 0.79 0.13 4.7 5.9 5.3 20 258
41 0.97 0.60 0.93 0.19 4.6 5.3 3.9 18 239
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short bursts already account for relatively large gains:
example, the gains atD510 ms are already about 40%–80
of the final gains obtained forD580 ms.

For the burst-train stimulus, response gain decrea
monotonously with the duty cycleDT for subjects PH and
JR. The response gain of subject JG, although displayin
similar overall trend, does not vary significantly for the i
termediate values ofDT510,20,40,80 ms. In this exper
ment, the intersubject variability for the gains is small f
both the burst trains and the control condition. For the sh
est duty cycles applied (DT53 ms), the gain is similar as fo
the control condition~indicated by C!. In addition, for sub-
ject PH who also participated in experiment I, the gain
DT580 ms is very similar to the gain observed for the sin
noise burst atD53 ms~conditionD3 in Fig. 8!. This result
could be expected: the latency of this subject’s response
around 150 ms~see Table III!, so that only the first burs
~i.e., at t50 ms! and maybe the second one~at t580 ms!
could actually have been processed by the auditory sys
for generating the first saccade.

For the sweeps, the elevation gain decreases when
period T increases. In contrast to the noise burst and
burst train, the change with the temporal parameter is m
sudden. ApproximatelyT55 ms seems to be a critical valu
where the response elevation changes most rapidly withT.
From T510 ms~subject KH! or T520 ms~subjects PH and
VC! there is little change in the gain which lies between 0
and 0.2. Although the gains forT>10 ms are relatively low,
correlations for the sweep data were still 0.38 or higher.

D. Response latency

The latencies of primary saccades are typically well
low 300 ms. Figure 9~a! shows a latency distribution fo
saccades to the control stimulus~subject PH!. One can see
oc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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that latencies peak near 170 ms and remain within
@100,300#-ms interval. This interval was typical for all sub
jects, which can be further appreciated from the cumulat
latency distributions in Fig. 9~b!. Data from three different
subjects for the control condition are presented: latencies
were relatively short~subject JR!, long ~VC!, and intermedi-
ate ~PH!. Note that, also for subject VC, more than 90%
the latencies remained below 300 ms.

It may be observed that in Fig. 9~b! the curves are nearly
linear and roughly parallel to each other~see Sec. III!. This is
most obvious for the distributions of subjects PH and V
which are well-defined, since they consist of a relatively hi
number of saccades. For other subjects, fewer saccades
available for each condition, but the distributions exhibit
roughly similar characteristics@e.g., subject JR, Fig. 9~b!#.

For subject PH, also cumulative distributions are sho
that resulted from the several short-noise burst experime
One can see that latencies systematically increase as th
ration of the noise burst decreases. The same trend was
served for the other subjects~BB, JO! who participated in
this experiment~see Table II!. Also in the other experiments
a systematic shift of the~reciprocal! latency distribution as
function of the temporal stimulus parameter was observe
well ~except for subjects VC and KH in response to F
sweeps!. Median latencies also show this trend~see Tables
II, III, and IV !. For different stimulus conditions, the recip
rocal latency distributions differed in their offset, but r
tained their shape.

E. Primary and secondary saccades

The endpoint of the primary saccade was accepted
valid response when its onset latency fell in the inter
@80,500# ms. For the average subject, a valid response
measured in 97%62% of the trials. In the same time inter
2642P. M. Hofman and A. J. Van Opstal: Localization factors
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val, a secondary saccade was observed in 23%69% of the
trials, and a third saccade in less than 4% of the trials.

To test whether the secondary saccade was correc
~which is known to be the case for visually evoked sa
cades!, the unsigned errors after the primary saccade,
after the secondary saccade were compared for each su
This was done for saccade azimutha, elevatione, amplitude
R and directionf. The analyses revealed that incorporati
the second saccade did not significantly change~i.e. neither
improve nor deteriorate! response accuracy~data not shown!.

To further check for a possible relation of the second
saccade with the stimulus position, an additional analy
was performed by comparing the directions of the prim
saccade, the secondary saccade and the stimulus. Firs
difference in direction,Df12 between the primary and th
secondary saccade was computed. For all subjects poole
was found thatDf1254648 deg. The individual results fo
each subject were similar. Thus the secondary saccade
erally proceeds in the same direction as the primary sacc
Next, Df12 was compared to the difference in directio
Df01, between the primary saccade and the stimulus p
tion ~i.e., the direction error!. No significant correlation be
tweenDf12 and Df01 was found. Thus the secondary sa
cade does not correct for a residual direction error after
primary saccade either.

FIG. 8. Response gains for all subjects and all conditions. The gai
defined as the slope of the straight line fitted through response compo
versus stimulus component~see also Fig. 4 and Fig. 7!. Top panels: azimuth
gains. Lower panels: elevation gains. Gains are plotted as function o
temporal stimulus parametersD, DT, andT. The control condition is indi-
cated by C. The single-burst condition in the burst-train experiment
labeled by D3. Optimal agreement of response and stimulus positio
associated with gain 1.0~dashed lines!. Lowest correlationsre obtained for
noise bursts, burst trains and sweeps were 0.58, 0.83, and 0.38, respec
but still highly significant~see Tables II, III, and IV!.
2643 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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III. DISCUSSION

A. General findings

In the present study, human localization experime
were performed using a wide range of acoustic stimuli. T
time-averaged power spectra of the stimuli were alwa
broadband and identical in shape, but the spectro-temp
behavior on a millisecond time scale was fundamentally d
ferent. Localization performance varied systematically w
the experimental parametersT, DT, andD. Whereas eleva-
tion detection appeared to be very sensitive to the spec
temporal stimulus behavior, azimuth localization remain
unaffected and was equally accurate for all conditions.

Our findings provide new insights into the spectr
temporal processing of acoustic sensory information. T
data suggest specific temporal constraints for accurate ac
tic localization of stimulus elevation. Moreover, these resu
underline the presence of separate dynamical processe
derlying the analysis of the different acoustic cues for
detection of azimuth~ITD, IID ! and elevation~spectral shape
cues!.

B. Saccadic eye movements

1. Orienting to sounds through saccadic eye
movements

Saccadic eye movements were used to measure the
ceived sound direction. The results show that this meth
yields a highly reproducible and accurate measure of
acoustic localization percept for stimuli presented within t
oculomotor range~approximately 35 deg in all directions!.
Correlations for both the horizontal and vertical compone
of responses to control stimuli exceeded 0.9 in experien
as well as in naive subjects. The oculomotor response fo
an important part of the natural repertoire of stimulus-evok
orienting~including head and body movements! and does not
require any specific training of the subjects. Moreover,
response is fast~latencies remain well below 300 ms; se
also Frens and Van Opstal, 1995!.

is
ent

he
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FIG. 9. ~a! Response latency distribution for the control condition. Subj
PH. ~b! Cumulative response latency distributions. The latency axis ha
reciprocal scale, whereas the abscissa is on probit scale. In this form
Gaussian distribution of reciprocal latency results in a straight line. T
thick dotted lines refer to the control conditions for subject JR, VC, and P
the distributions consist of 99, 219, and 398 saccades, respectively. The
lines show the cumulative distributions of responses to short noise bu
with D53, 5, 10, 40 ms~subject PH!. For each conditionD, about 116
saccades are included.
2643P. M. Hofman and A. J. Van Opstal: Localization factors
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In previous localization studies with human subjec
different response methods have also been used to qua
the localization percept: arm pointing~e.g., Oldfield and
Parker, 1984a!, the naming of learned coordinates~e.g.,
Wightman and Kistler, 1989!, and head pointing~e.g., Mak-
ous and Middlebrooks, 1990!. The first two methods are sub
stantially slower than the eye-movement method and m
thus be assumed to measure a later acoustic percept, pos
also incorporating cognitive aspects. The head-point
method is potentially faster. Although latencies of he
movements can be similar to eye movement latencies, h
movements dynamically alter the acoustic input for lon
duration stimuli, which was deemed to be an undesira
factor for the purpose of this study.

2. Potential artefacts

We are confident that our main results cannot be
cribed to peculiar properties of the oculomotor system. Fi
the sound stimuli were presented well within the oculomo
range and stimulus types and stimulus positions were alw
presented in a randomized order. Therefore, the results
not be due to a~conscious or subconscious! strategy adopted
by the subjects.

A second argument for believing that the results refl
properties of the auditory system, rather than of the vis
motor system, is that quite different behaviors were obtai
for the azimuth components of the responses, than for
elevation components. Such a behavior is never encount
in visually evoked eye movements toward stimuli at simi
locations.

We also believe that the auditory stimuli were alwa
presented well above the detection threshold, since sim
temporal-dependent response behaviors were obtained fo
three acoustic stimulus types. The finding that the azim
components of the responses remained unaffected by
stimulus parameters, indicates that the stimuli were w
perceived by the auditory system, despite the fact that
overall acoustic energy of the stimuli varied greatly. This
also supported by the fact that the standard deviations of
latency distributions were hardly affected@see Fig. 9~b!, and
below#.

Finally, also the result that response variability did n
change systematically with the temporal stimulus parame
~Tables II, IV, and III! argues against the possibility that th
auditory stimuli may have been close to the detection thre
old for the shortest stimulus durationsD or longest duty
cyclesDT.

3. Latency characteristics

There are some interesting aspects regarding
auditory-evoked saccadic latency distributions. First, the
mulative latency probabilities in Fig. 9~b! are plotted on a
so-called probit scale, which is the inverse of the Error fu
tion. If the cumulative distribution on probit scale yields
straight line, the variable follows a Gaussian distributio
This linear feature of reciprocal latency distributions h
been shown to be characteristic for visually evoked sacca
~Carpenter, 1995!. In the present study, straight lines we
2644 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 5, Pt. 1, May 1998
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also obtained for auditory saccades, despite the different
gin and encoding format of acoustic sensory information

Carpenter~1995! proposed a simple model for visua
saccade initiation that accounts for this characteristic pr
erty ~Fig. 10!. The model assumes that a decision sig
starts to increase after stimulus onset and, subsequently
tiates the saccade upon exceeding a fixed threshold (u0).
Consequently, the time-to-threshold~i.e., the saccade la
tency! is inversely proportional to the increase rate of t
decision signal. The increase rate~slope a! is assumed to
vary from trial to trial, but remains constant during a trial.
this rate is distributed as a gaussian over trials, then the
ciprocal latency is necessarily distributed likewise. Our d
suggest that a similar mechanism could underlie the ini
tion of auditory-evoked saccades.

Yet, the question remains how stimulus-related shifts
the distributions could arise. For example, Fig. 9~b! shows
that latencies become larger for shorter stimulus duratio
The simple model described above has only a few par
eters that can cause a shift in the distribution: the initial le
of the decision signal, its mean increase rate, and the thr
old level. The first two parameters have preset values and
assumed to depend on expectation about the stimulus. S
the different stimuli were presented in random order, exp
tation is not likely to play a role in the present situation. T
shift in the median latencies is qualitatively explained, ho
ever, if it is assumed that the threshold decreases as m
sensory information comes in (uD). For short burst dura-
tions, the threshold would then remain systematically hig
~yielding longer latencies! than for longer stimulus duration
~see also Fig. 10!.

4. Secondary saccades

The typical response pattern of an auditory orienti
trial usually consists of a large primary saccade followed
a smaller secondary~and occasionally a tertiary! saccade. A
similar pattern is also typical for visually elicited response
The primary saccade carries the eye over roughly 90% of
required trajectory~undershoot!, whereas the secondary sa
cade corrects for the remaining retinal error. It has been p
posed~Harris, 1995! that such a motor strategy minimize

FIG. 10. A simple model that accounts for the observed characteristic
the latency distribution~see also Carpenter, 1995!. At stimulus onset, a
decision signal rises with a constant rate,a, and upon exceeding a fixed
threshold, atuD , a saccade is initiated. In each trial, the increase rate,a, is
drawn from a gaussian distribution. In order to incorporate the conditi
dependent modulations on the latency in this study, it is proposed tha
threshold is not constant, but instead decreases during stimulus present
from the initial valueu0 to the final valueuD .
2644P. M. Hofman and A. J. Van Opstal: Localization factors
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~in a statistical sense! the time needed to fixate the target, b
taking into account both the effects of a longer durat
needed to complete larger saccades, and the additional
needed to program a corrective saccade in the opposite
rection ~due to an overshoot!. Here, the question was wha
the underlying strategy for secondary saccades could b
the case of a sound stimulus.

Analysis of the auditory responses indicated that the s
ondary saccades were not corrective. Note that, in contra
visual stimulus conditions, the oculomotor system is not p
vided with any feedback concerning its performance a
completing the primary auditory saccade. Notwithstandi
the occurrence of a small secondary saccade in roughly
same direction as the primary saccade was quite typical in
subjects tested. We propose that this phenomenon refle
property of the programming mechanisms underlying
oculomotor response, rather than auditory processing.
data suggest that the secondary saccade is a pre-program
movement that in this case, however, does not~cannot! cor-
rect for a residual error.

C. Temporal aspects of sound localization

1. Effect of stimulus duration

It should be realized, that the programming of
auditory-evoked saccade consists of at least two main sta
a target localization stage, in which the acoustic informat
is transformed into an estimate of target location, and a
sponse initiation stage in which the estimated target coo
nates are transformed into the appropriate motor comma
We believe that the data obtained from the noise-burst
periments may be interpreted in the light of these two, pa
separate, stages.

First, it was found that the response elevation gain
creases systematically as function of stimulus duration,
that it reaches a plateau for stimulus durations exceeding
ms ~Fig. 8!. From these data we infer that the auditory loc
ization system needs roughly 80 ms of Gaussian broadb
input to reach a stable estimate of target elevation.

Second, the latency data@Fig. 9~b! and Table II# may
provide further insights into the processing time of the
sponse initiation stage. Although it takes less time for
short-duration bursts to complete, the associated laten
were about 20 ms longer than for the longest stimuli~see
Table II!. This suggests that the movement initiation sta
takes, at least, about 20 ms longer to initiate a saccade
ward the shortest burst. We have no simple explanation
this apparent, yet consistent, discrepancy.

In contrast to sound elevation, sound azimuth can ap
ently be determined accurately on the basis of only a
milliseconds of sensory information. Even for the short
stimuli (D53 ms), the accuracy was about the same as
the control condition (D5500 ms). In this sense, azimut
localization can be considered as a much ‘‘faster’’ proc
than elevation localization. From our data it is not possible
conclude whether this property is due to mechanisms p
cessing either the interaural phase or intensity differen
since the broadband bursts provided both cues simu
neously.
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2. Effect of nonstationarity of the short-term
spectrum

The results obtained from the FM sweeps provide so
further interesting suggestions regarding the temporal p
cessing of sensory information in sound localization. In co
trast to the noise bursts, the duration of the sweeps was
constant~at 500 ms!, but the spectro-temporal behavior wa
varied by means of the cycle variableT. Response charac
teristics were similar as in the case of the noise bursts.
though elevation localization accuracy varied withT, re-
sponses remained consistent: high correlation coefficient
response versus stimulus position were obtained for all c
ditions. Because elevation localization performance w
most accurate forT,5 ms and relatively inaccurate forT
.5 ms, it is suggested that the auditory localization syst
discriminates spectro-temporal patterns at a temporal res
tion down to about 5 ms.

A possible explanation for this ability is that the audito
system applies a so-calledmultiple-lookstrategy~e.g., Vie-
meister and Wakefield, 1991!. In such a mechanism, the in
put spectrum is measured over consecutive short time w
dows, each lasting only a few milliseconds. Each short-te
spectrum is processed into a position estimate, which,
higher level, is integrated with the earlier estimates into
final estimate~see below, Fig. 12!. This explanation is also in
line with the interpretation of the burst-duration experime
~see above!.

As an example, consider the computation of a short-te
spectrum over a 5-ms time window somewhere in the cy
of an FM sweep with a long period, e.g.,T520 ms. The
outcome will vary substantially for different window pos
tions within the cycle. Elevation updates computed fro
consecutive~but very different! short-term spectra would
then be inconsistent throughout the cycle and prevent
dynamic elevation estimate to stabilize at the actual tar
elevation. Note, that such a 5-ms time-averaged spectrum
a fast sweep (T,5 ms) would be broadband, whereas
would be narrow band for very slow sweeps (T@5 ms).

3. Effect of silence gaps in the stimulus

The data obtained from the burst-train stimuli sugg
further constraints on the dynamics of the spectral analysi
the localization process. For the shortest burst intervals,DT,
near-optimal localization performance was obtained,
though each burst was only 3 ms long.

Interestingly, the elevation gain was observed to d
crease significantly when the individual bursts of the tra
were all chosen to be identical, rather than randomly dra
as in the experiments presented here, even forDT53 ms
~data from subject PH only, not shown!. Thus acoustic input
presented at later times indeed contributes to the impro
ment of the final elevation estimate.

The low gains at long intervals are not explained by t
fact that, within the latency period of roughly 180 ms, on
two to four 3-ms bursts may have contributed to the p
gramming of the first saccade, because the final estimat
the oculomotor responses~even after 500 ms! was not sys-
tematically better than the estimate recorded after the
mary saccade. Rather, the decrease of elevation gain
2645P. M. Hofman and A. J. Van Opstal: Localization factors
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increasingDT indicates that the subsequent elevation e
mates, based on each 3-ms sound burst, are not kep
acoustic memory forever. Possibly, the integrative mec
nism that combines subsequent elevation estimates~see
above! is leaky. If so, the data suggest a time constant
this integrator in the order of a few tens of ms.

D. Toward a spectro-temporal model of sound
localization

In this section we study the properties of a monau
localization model that relies on spectral correlations in or
to estimate sound elevation,eS ~see also Middlebrooks
1992!. In addition, a biologically plausible mechanism f
the dynamic implementation of these correlations, based
our data, will be briefly described.

1. Spectral correlations

In the proposed spectral correlation approach, it is
sumed that the auditory system bases its comparison betw
the sensory signal and the HRTF on the log power of th
spectral functions. In addition, a logarithmic scaling of t
frequency domain, reminiscent to the tonotopic neural rep
sentation of sound frequency throughout the auditory syst
is applied. By applying the logarithm to the power of th
sensory signal measured at the eardrum, Eq.~1! can be re-
written as:

Y~v;eS!5H~v;eS!1X~v!, ~3!

wherev is in octaves, andeS is the source elevation. Th
capitals indicate the logarithmic power spectra@e.g., X(v)
[ logux(v)u#. Note, that elevation,eS , rather than position
rS , is used in Eq.~3!, as it is assumed that azimuth,aS , is
already extracted from binaural cues.

A quantitative scalar measure of similarity for two spe
tral functions can be given by the spectral correlation co
ficient. Therefore, the mean,F̄, and variance,sF

2, for an
arbitrary spectral function,F(v), are first introduced:

F̄5^F~v!&[E
0

`

dv p~v!F~v!,

~4!

sF
25^~F~v!2F̄ !2&,

with p(v) a normalized weighting function that is nonze
in the ~broad! frequency band of interest. Herep(v) was
chosen to be uniform in the@2, 16# kHz range, and zero
elsewhere. The spectral correlation,C„F(v),G(v)…, be-
tween two functions,F(v), and,G(v), is then defined as

C„F~v!,G~v!…[K S F~v!2F̄

sF
D S G~v!2Ḡ

sG
D L . ~5!

The outcome varies in@21,1#, whereC(•)51 corresponds
to ‘‘maximal similarity,’’ and C(•)<0 means ‘‘no similar-
ity.’’

In the present discussion, the spectral correlation co
pares the sensory signal,Y(v;eS), with ~neurally stored!
HRTFs,H(v;e), for all sound elevationse. By using Eq.~3!
and by taking the mean~whereȲ5H̄S1X̄!, this comparison
reads:
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CY~e;eS![C„Y~v;eS!,H~v;e!…

5S sHS

sY
DC„H~v;eS!,H~v;e!…

1S sX

sY
DC„X~v!,H~v;e!…

[S sHS

sY
DCH~e;eS!1S sX

sY
DCX~e!, ~6!

with sY , sHS
, sX the standard deviations of the respecti

quantities in Eq.~3!. Thus Eq.~6! quantifies the spectra
correlation of each stored HRTF~associated with sound el
evation,e! with the measured spectrum at the eardrum~re-
sulting from a sound source at elevation,eS!. It proposed that
the perception of sound elevation essentially consists of
lecting the unique positione5eP at which the global maxi-
mum, CY(eP ;eS), is attained.

In its decomposed form, Eq.~6! can be readily inter-
preted. The first term on the right-hand side,CH(e;eS), is
the spectral correlation between the HRTFsH(v;e) and
H(v;eS). Under the assumption that HRTFs are unique w
respect to position,CH(e;eS) reaches a maximum in the
neighborhood ofeS , i.e., ate'eS .

Figure 11 shows that this is indeed a reasonable assu
tion. In this figure, measured HRTF functions in the medi
plane of one of our subjects have been correlated with e
other. Note that only along the principal diagonal a hi
correlation is obtained, indicating that, indeed, HRTFs on
resemble themselves. Therefore, these functions con
unique information about target elevation, when all fr
quency bands are allowed to contribute to the computatio

FIG. 11. Spectral correlations of human HRTFs, measured in the mids
gital plane at elevations$235,230,...,150,155% deg. Subject PH. The
strength of the correlation is coded by brightness. Markers label the cont
at different values. Note that HRTFs correlate strongest with themselves
with HRTFs at neighboring elevations. Correlations were computed in
frequency range@2,16# kHz and HRTFs were sampled at 1/20 octave inte
vals.
2646P. M. Hofman and A. J. Van Opstal: Localization factors
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FIG. 12. Conceptual spectro-temporal correlation model of human sound localization. The first stage represents the auditory periphery, where a sx(t),
at elevation,eS , is processed from the external ear up to the cochlea. In the second stage, a short-term~order a few ms! averaged spectrum,Ȳ(v,t;eS), is
determined around the current time,t, from the ongoing sensory spectrum,Y(v,t;eS). Then, Ȳ(v,t;eS) is correlated with the neurally stored HRT
representations,H(v;e), for all possible elevationse, i.e.,e1 ,...,eN , yielding short-term correlationsC(e,t;eS). Next, integration is done over a longer tim
span~order several tens of ms!, resulting in a long-term correlation up to current timet, C̄(e,t;eS). This integration process may be leaky. In the decisi
stage, the average correlation at timet yields a perceived elevation,eP(t). It is proposed that this decision depends on the maximum of the average correl
but also on the consistency of that average and on the initial elevation percept.
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process. We have verified that this conclusion also holds
the entire elevation domain~eP@260,90# deg, front and
back!, although the region of maximum correlation broade
appreciably close to zenith positions~e'190 deg; data not
shown!. It is therefore expected, that stimuli presented with
that range are not well localized and discriminated.

The second term in Eq.~6!, CX(e), expresses the resem
blance of the source spectrumX(v) with each particular
HRTF H(v;e). If the source spectrum does not correla
significantly with any of the stored HRTFs, thenCX(e)'0
for all e @for example, this would be true ifX(v) is flat and
broadband#. In that case, the maximum correlatio
CY(eP ;eS) will be reached ateP5eS , thus the sound would
be accurately localized. It is expected that there will be
broad range of naturally occurring acoustic stimuli for whi
there is little or no resemblance with the stored HRTFs, i
CX(e)'0.

However, the second term does come into play, if
source spectrumX(v) does correlate well with a given
HRTF, sayH(v;e* ). This occurs ifX(v) contains promi-
nent features that are characteristic forH(v;e* ). Then,
CX(e* )@0, meaning thatCY(e;eS) contains a second loca
maximum ate5e* . This could even be the global max
mum in which case the perceived position,eP , would be,
e* , rather than the actual position,eS , thus eP5e* ÞeS .
This might occur, for example, whenX(v) is narrow band
~i.e., peaked! with its center frequency at a characteris
peak ofH(v;e* ). In the study of Middlebrooks~1992!, con-
sistent mislocalizations were attributed to such spurious
relations between the narrow-band source spectrum and
of the HRTFs.

2. Conceptual spectro-temporal model

The data presented in this study clearly indicate that
spectral estimation performed by the auditory localizat
system is also a temporal process. Therefore, if the audi
system bases its spatial estimation on spectral correlati
the underlying computational mechanisms have to be in
porated within a temporal scheme. Figure 12 provides a c
ceptual model of the successive stages in this spec
temporal process~see legend for specific details!. The model
accounts for the different aspects that have been der
from the data for each of the spectro-temporal stimulus p
terns~see above, Sec. III C!.
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~1! The sweep data suggest that the elevation localiza
system first measures spectra on a short time scal
about 5 ms~‘‘multiple looks’’ !. Accurate localization re-
quires a broadband, short-term spectrum~fast sweeps,
noise bursts!. Inaccurate localization results if the shor
term spectrum is narrow band~slow sweep!.

~2! The noise-burst data suggest that acoustic informa
needs to be delivered over a~longer! time scale of
roughly 80 ms. If short-term estimates are consist
over time~fast sweeps, noise! averaging will enhance the
final estimate. Yet, if the estimates vary strongly~e.g.,
for slow sweeps! the estimates may cancel each other
average.

~3! The burst-train data suggest a power-dependent ga
mechanism and leakiness of the long-term integrat
process. Estimates at different time windows~e.g., in
burst trains with a long duty cycle! are not heavily sup-
pressed by the intervening silence periods, thus gatin
plausible. Leakiness is inferred from the finding that t
elevation gain drops as the silence period increases.

In this scheme, the current estimate,eP(t), of target position,
eS , smoothly develops over time as more acoustic inform
tion enters the system.

The experimental data further suggest that, in the
sence of sufficient spectral processing the auditory local
tion system stays close to its default initial estimate of ele
tion, typically near the horizontal plane. An interestin
question that remains to be investigated, is whether the
tem’s default elevation estimate depends on the initial g
direction, or on head orientation. In the present study, ini
eye position, the horizontal plane of the head, and the ea
fixed horizon always coincided. This problem could be stu
ied by systematically changing these different frames of r
erence with respect to each other under similar stimu
conditions as applied in this study.
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